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Rare earth perovskite oxides constitute a wide family of materials presenting functional proper-
ties strongly coupled to their crystalline structure. Here, we report on the experimental results on
epitaxial PrVO3 deposited on SrTiO3 single crystal substrates by pulsed laser deposition. By com-
bining advanced structural characterization tools, we have observed that the PVO unrelaxed film
structure grown on STO, is characterized by two kinds of oriented domains whose epitaxial relations
are: (i) PrVO3[110]o‖SrTiO3[001]c and PrVO3[001]o‖SrTiO3[100]c, (ii) PrVO3[110]o‖SrTiO3[001]c
and PrVO3[001]o‖SrTiO3[010]c. We have also measured reciprocal space maps. From these results,
we have determined that the PVO film epitaxy on STO imposes a lowering of the PVO structure
symmetry from orthorhombic (Pbnm) to monoclinic (P21/m). We show, the nominal strain induced
by the substrate being constant, that the obtained film structure depends on both growth oxygen
and temperature. Thus, by finely controlling the deposition conditions, we could tune the strain
experienced by PrVO3 thin film. These results show an alternative to substrate mismatch as a path
to control the strain and structure of PVO films
PACS numbers: 61.05.C-, 75.70.Ak, 81.15.Fg
I. INTRODUCTION
Transition metal oxides (TMO) with a perovskite
structure display a wealth of functional properties that
are often governed by the interplay of the charge, spin,
orbital and lattice degrees of freedom [1, 2].The great
potential of these materials as the future basis of the
emerging oxide electronics [3] has stimulated an increas-
ing attention, particularly when TMO gather more than
one property such as in multiferroics [4]. Particularly rel-
evant for their future integration in microelectronic de-
vices, the research on TMO thin films has strongly bene-
fitted from the development of physical vapor deposition
techniques [5]. The origin of their multifunctional charac-
ter being entangled to crystalline structure, a large land-
scape of tunabilities through film growth is possible for
understanding the coupling mechanisms in these systems.
The role of oxide epitaxy for tuning the functionality or
for combining very different properties [6] has accompa-
nied the development of the growth techniques. In this
context, lattice mismatch control has led to impressive
results on epitaxially driven ferroelectric [7], ferromag-
netic [8–10] or multiferroic [11] properties in thin films,
such properties being originally absent in the bulk form.
The relation between spin order (SO) and orbital order
(OO), coupled to lattice distortions in TMO, is highly
studied in the prototypical perovskite orthovanadates.
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(UMR 8580), Grande voie des vignes, 92295 Chaˆtenay-Malabry
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† Present address: National University of Singapore (NUS),
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Indeed, different spin and orbital ordered phases are sta-
bilized with temperature, arising from the coupling of
spin, orbital and lattice degrees of freedom [12, 13]. In
RVO3 (R = rare-earth or yttrium), a G-type orbital or-
dering (G-OO) takes place at the temperature TOO con-
comitant with a structural phase transition (orthorhom-
bic to monoclinic). Below TOO, superexchange interac-
tions drive the system into a C-type antiferromagnetic
spin order (C-SO) below the so-called the temperature
TSO. For small R-ions (R = Dy-Lu), a transition to-
wards C-OO and G-SO occurs at lower temperature [12].
Remarkably, it has be shown that TOO can be tuned ei-
ther by chemical pressure, by decreasing the R-site ionic
radius [12], by a partial substitution of R-site with al-
kaline earth [14] or physically by applying hydrostatic
pressure [15, 16], attesting a strong orbital-lattice cou-
pling. Then, the strained structure further affects the
onset of the magnetic transitions [15, 17]. Reversely, the
magnetic-field induced G- to C-SO transition (together
with C- to G-OO transistion), reported in DyVO3 illus-
trates also the intimate spin-orbital interaction [18] that
could suggest a possible multiferroic behavior [19]. We
have recently reported the optimized thin film growth of
a member of the RVO3 series, PrVO3 (PVO), by pulsed
laser deposition[20]. We evidenced a semiconducting
character in good agreement with bulk characteristics.
However, our magnetic characterization revealed a sig-
nificant ferromagnetic-like behavior at low temperature
likely induced by uncompensated spins of a canted an-
tiferromagnetic state [21–23]. Furthermore, we observed
that TSO is ∼ 60 K lower than the bulk spin ordering
temperature (∼ 135 K). Our preliminary structural mea-
surements reveals a larger pseudocubic PVO unit cell vol-
ume. In view of these results, we have attributed the TSO
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2lowering to a weaker neighboring exchange interactions
when PVO is grown in thin film.
In order to rationalize the influence of the strained lat-
tice on the magnetic behavior, we present here a detailed
study of the PVO films by combining advanced struc-
tural characterization tools. We have investigated the
structural properties of various PVO thin films and we
have observed that a fine tuning of the deposition con-
ditions yields a control of the PVO unit cell distortion.
Indeed, we show that tunable and sizable strain state is
obtained and depends on both growth pressure and tem-
perature, the nominal epitaxial strain imposed by the
substrate being constant.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
At room temperature, bulk PVO structure adopts
an orthorhombic Pbnm crystal structure (group sym-
metry #62) with the lattice parameters a0 = 5.487 A˚,
b0 = 5.564 A˚ and c0 = 7.779 A˚. The orbital and spin
orderings take place at TOO ≈ 180 K and TSO ≈ 135 K,
respectively [12, 24, 25]. The PVO films were grown
by pulsed laser deposition using a KrF laser (λlaser =
248 nm) at repetition rate of 2 Hz with a laser flu-
ence of 2 Jcm−2 focusing on a PrVO4 polycrystalline
target prepared by standard solid-state reaction. The
films were deposited on (001)-oriented SrTiO3 (STO)
single crystalline cubic substrates (as = 3.905 A˚). The
temperature (Tgrowth) and the pressure (Pgrowth) have
been varied between 500◦C and 800◦C and between
1×10−3 mbar and 7.4×10−6 mbar, respectively. En-
ergy dispersive spectrometry (EDS) was performed us-
ing a FEI XL30 scanning electron microscope. Sam-
ple cross-sections and planar-views were prepared and
then observed using high-resolution transmission elec-
tron microscopy (HRTEM) with a FEI Tecnai G30 micro-
scope equipped with electron diffraction. X-ray diffrac-
tion (XRD) characterizations, using monochromatic Cu
Kα1 radiation, were carried out with a Philips X’Pert Pro
MRD diffractometer equipped with a triple axis crystal
analyzer and a Seifert diffractometer to perform recipro-
cal space maps (RSM) and symmetric θ − 2θ measure-
ments, respectively.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We have first characterized the chemical composition
of various PVO thin film by EDS. Therefore, we per-
formed EDS and we found a Pr/Sr ratio close to 1:1.
Within the experimental accuracy of the technique, we
can rule out cation deficiency in the films.
To investigate the structural properties at the
nanoscale of the PVO films, we have performed HRTEM
experiments. In Fig. 1 (a), we present a cross-section
image of a 120 nm-thick film grown at 750◦C and
10−5 mbar. These observations attest the high struc-
tural quality of PVO. The PVO/STO interface is indi-
FIG. 1. (Colour online) (a) Cross-sectionnal HRTEM image
of a PVO film (upper) on STO (bottom) taken along the cubic
[010] zone axis. Encircled patterns are the Fourier transforms
(FT) of the encircled region in the HRTEM image. The ex-
istence of extra reflections in FT as well as the contrast in
the HRTEM image attest that PVO adopts a structure dif-
ferent from a simple perovskite. Upper left and lower right
FT correspond to the upper left (yellow) and right (orange)
encircled region while the upper right and lower left FT cor-
respond to the upper middle (green) and lower left (blue)
encircled region. (b) Cross-section HRTEM image close to
the PVO/STO interface confirming the epitaxial growth of
PVO on STO. The film/substrate interface is indicated by
horizontal white lines.
3FIG. 2. (Colour online) (a) Electron diffraction of a planar-
view HRTEM image showed in (b). Green and orange encir-
cled reflections correspond to the two orthorhombic domains
oriented at 90◦ from each other. Very weak reflection in-
tensity corresponding to the out of plane [001] orthorhombic
direction is seen. (b) HRTEM plane view image of PVO take
along the cubic [001] zone axis. FT indicate the different PVO
orthorhombic oriented domains and the black dashed-dotted
line mark the domain boundaries.
cated by a white dashed line. We see clearly the exis-
tence of oriented domains whose size is ∼ 45 nm with
sharp boundaries (white dashed-dotted lines) [20]. Fur-
thermore, the Fourier transform (FT) extracted from
the selected regions (colored circles) exhibit extra reflec-
tions that are not related to a simple perovskite cubic
lattice. Indeed, considering that bulk PVO presents a
distorted perovskite structure involving the VO6 octahe-
dra rotations, this leads to a doubling of the unit cell
along the [001]o direction consistent with a Pbnm crys-
tal symmetry(o stands for orthorhombic). Thus, we can
identify the FT patterns as those from [11¯0]o and [001]o
zone axes of an orthorhombic structure (Fig.1(a)) and
the deduced orientations of the PVO domains correspond
to two orthorhombic perovskite cells that differ by an in-
plane 90◦ rotation. The epitaxial relation is in both cases
PVO[110]o‖STO[001]c (c stands for cubic). We have also
observed the PVO/STO interface whose HRTEM image
is shown in Fig. 1(b). We see that the PVO film is per-
fectly strained and coherently grown onto the STO sub-
strate so that the domain structure is preserved from
the film/substrate interface to the film surface with re-
laxation. This is evidenced by the contrast of Fig. 1(a)
and confirmed by FT of the region encircled in blue and
green (Fig. 1(a)). These HRTEM results indicate that
two orthorhombic domain configurations are allowed by
the epitaxial growth of PVO on a cubic STO substrate.
Furthermore, as seen in Fig. 1(a) that the epitaxial rela-
tions are fully preserved from the film/substrate interface
to the film surface.
Having seen that the oriented domain configuration
expands on the whole film thickness and then to ex-
plore the in-plane crystalline microstructure and distri-
bution of domaines, we have prepared planar-views a 92-
nm thick PVO film grow at 600◦C and 8.6×10−6 mbar.
The results of the HRTEM observations are displayed in
Fig. 2. Electron diffraction experiments (Fig. 2(a) in-
dicate the in-plane orientation of the PVO film. The
bright reflections refer to the simple perovskite cubic lat-
tice. The green and orange encircled extra reflections
are characteristic of two possible orthorhombic domains
rotated one to the other by 90◦ (see Fig. 2(a)). We
note that very weak intensity is also observed between
green and orange encircled reflections, which would cor-
respond to the epitaxial relation PVO[001]o‖STO[001]o,
i.e. the long orthorhombic axis in the growth direc-
tion. Although this orientation is allowed, it is negli-
gible compared to the other two in-plane possibilities.
Indeed, these families of PVO[110]o‖STO[001]c domains
are unambiguously distinguished in the HRTEM image
in Fig. 2(b) with sharp domain boundaries (black dashed-
dotted line). The patterns of FT performed on the dif-
ferent domains of Fig. 2(b) also emphasized the presence
of oriented orthorhombic domains. At this stage, we ob-
serve that the PVO unrelaxed film structure grown on
STO, is characterized by two kinds of oriented domains
whose epitaxial relations are: (i) PVO[110]o‖STO[001]c
and PVO[001]o‖STO[100]c, (ii) PVO[110]o‖STO[001]c
and PVO[001]o‖STO[010]c.
To get better insight in the PVO film structure, we
have also recorded reciprocal space maps (RSMs) with
XRD experiments. In Fig. 4, we show RSMs measured
from a 100 nm thick PVO films, deposited at 600◦C and
8.6×10−6 mbar around STO (103)c and PVO (240)o (a)
, STO (013)c and PVO (332¯)o (b), STO (1¯03)c and PVO
(420)o (c) and STO (01¯3)c and PVO (332¯)o (d) Braggs
peaks. We observe that PVO film is coherently grown
and fully strained on the substrate from the vertical
alignment of the film and substrate peaks, in good agree-
ment with HRTEM experiments. Nevertheless, from the
different reciprocal space position of (240)o and (420)o
PVO peaks (indicated by an horizontal red line in Fig. 3
we deduce a 6= b, being consistent with an orthorhombic
perovskite cell. In order to refine the film lattice param-
4FIG. 3. (Colour online) Reciprocal space maps around (from left to right) the STO (103)c and PVO (240)o reflections, STO
(013)c and PVO (332¯)o reflections, STO (1¯03)c and PVO (420)o reflections, STO (01¯3)c and PVO (332¯)o reflections.
TABLE I. Bulk PVO and refined thin film lattice parameters
a (A˚) b (A˚) c (A˚) α (◦) β (◦) γ (◦) V (A˚3) d11¯0 (A˚) d110 (A˚) 100(%) 010 (%) 001 (%) 11¯0 (%) 110 (%)
bulka 5.487 5.564 7.779 90 90 90 237.5 3.907 3.907 - - - - -
film 5.575(5) 5.588(4) 7.809(4) 90 90 88.8(4) 243.3 3.905 3.989(4) +1.6 +0.4 +0.4 −0.05 +2.1
a from ref. [25]
eters, we have also measured RSMs around complemen-
tary (hklo) reflections : (110)o, (200)o, (202)o, (222)o and
(204)o (not shown). The refined lattices parameters are
summarized in Table I. The corresponding c parameter
value (c = 7.809 A˚) is twice the substrate lattice param-
eter as in full agreement the HRTEM observations. We
point out that the result can be only obtained by assum-
ing a lower monoclinic symmetry (P21/m, space group
11). Indeed, PVO is also constrained along the [11¯0]o in-
plane direction. Following this, the calculated d11¯0 dis-
tance yields d11¯0 = 0.5
√
a2 + b2 − 2ab cos γ ≈ 3.905 A˚ =
as, in good agreement with experimental measurements.
It therefore induces refined monoclinic angle γ = 88.8(4)◦
to accommodate the substrate imposed strain. As a
result, we can conclude that the PVO film epitaxy on
STO imposes a lowering of the PVO structure symmetry
from Pbnm to P21/m. Taking into account the differ-
ence between a and b lattice parameters, we calculate
also the angle between [110]o and [11¯0]o direction to be
δ = 2tan−1(a/b) ≈ 89.87◦.
In the table I, we show also the calculated strain ex-
perienced by PVO with the purpose of comparing bulk
film lattice parameters. Since the angles γ and δ a very
close to 90◦, we have calculated the strain assuming a
pseudo-orthorhombic unit cell. Hence, 100, 010 and 001
are the strain acting on a, b, and c lattice parameters
respectively and defined as:
100 =
a− a0
a0
, 010 =
b− b0
b0
, 001 =
c− c0
c0
(1)
We determine a moderate elongated deformation along
[010]o and [001]o directions (+0.4 %) whereas high tensile
strain acts in the PVO [100]o direction (+1.6 %). We
have also calculated the accumulated strain along the
[110]o and [11¯0]o directions define as:
110 =
d110 − d0110
d0110
, 11¯0 =
d11¯0 − d011¯0
d0
11¯0
(2)
where d0110 and d
0
11¯0 refer to the bulk value (d
0
110 =
d011¯0 ≈3.907 A˚). From the obtained strain values for the
in-plane [001]o and 11¯0]o directions being +0.5 % and
−0.05 %, respectively, and that corresponding to the out-
of-plane [110]o direction, we deduce a highly unbalanced
strain between sample and growth direction leading to a
large variation of the film unit cell volume. Thus, the
elongated [110]o direction suggests an additional param-
eter contributing to the PVO structure distortion in ad-
dition to the epitaxial strain.
Figure 4(a) and (b) display symmetric θ/2θ XRD mea-
surements for representative series of films grown at dif-
ferent temperatures (thickness is ∼ 40 nm) and differ-
ent pressures (thickness is ∼ 25 nm), respectively, illus-
trating the growth conditions dependence of the PVO
lattice structure. The thickness was determined using
X-ray reflectometry and is confirmed by simulating the
spectra with Laue fringes. Having seen that PVO films
are fully strained even above 100 nm, according to our
detailed HRTEM and XRD investigations and assuming
that δ angle is very close to 90◦, we assume for all film
5FIG. 4. (Colour online) (a) and (b): θ/2θ x-ray diffraction measurements of PVO (110)o Bragg peak close to the on (001)c-
oriented STO, asterisks indicate substrate (001)o peak position for a 40 nm-thick film grown at different temperatures and a
25 nm-thick film grown at different pressures, respectively. Laue fringes and indicate the good crystallinity and the PVO/STO
interface quality. (c) PVO lattice parameters as a function of the growth conditions: a and b (blue triangle symbols), c (red
triangle symbols) and monoclinic angle γ (black circle symbols) as a function of the growth temperature (bottom scale, full
symbols) and as a function of the growth pressure (top scale, open symbols). Lines are guides for the eyes. Light grey dotted
line represent the value of the bulk lattice parameters a, b and c/sqrt2 at 5.487 A˚, 5.564 A˚ and 5.500 A˚, respectively.
a and b equal within our experimental accuracy. Con-
sequently, we have determined the dependence of the
PVO lattice parameters on growth conditions and pre-
sented in Fig. 4(c). On the one hand, the c-axis lattice
parameter (full and open red triangles) is constant for
all temperature and pressure conditions. On the other
hand, we observe that a- and b-axes (full and open blue
triangles) lattice parameters increase as the growth pres-
sure decreases (5.539 A˚ and 5.569 A˚ at 1 × 10−3 mbar
and 8.6× 10−6 mbar, respectively), whereas γ is reduced
from 90◦. Remarkably, the control of the growth temper-
ature produces a similar effect on the c parameter. In-
deed, as the growth temperature increases (from 500◦C
up to 800◦C) a and b values decreases (from 5.588 A˚ to
5.551 A˚) while γ increases. This dependence is the con-
sequence of a compensation of the fully strained [110]o
film state, with partially out-of-plane free a and b axes
and a γ angle different from the orthorhombic 90◦, thus
accommodating the highly in-plane strained state. Inter-
estingly, we observe that while the film a- and c lattice
parameters are always above the bulk parameters, the
b− lattice parameter is either above or below the bulk
one. Therefore, we have determined the evolution of the
strains defined in Eq. 1 as a function of the growth con-
ditions and displayed in Fig. 5(a). We can extract an
unchanged positive 001, a decreasing positive 100 and a
decreasing 010 that reverses its sign at Tgrowth ≈ 600◦C
and Pgrowth ≈ 1× 10−5 mbar. We have also determined
the strain along the [110]o and [11¯0]o following Eq. 2.
A negative 11¯0 remains unchanged for all pressure and
temperature conditions. However, as the pressure de-
creases (for a given temperature), an expansion of the
PVO structure along the [110]o direction is seen that we
attribute to the creation of oxygen vacancies at low pres-
sure [26]. Furthermore, as the temperature decreases (for
a given pressure) a similar expansion is observed. We
explain this behavior by the known diffusion of oxygen
vacancies into STO and controlled by the film/substrate
oxygen exchange during the film growth[27] in out-of-
equilibrium conditions (low oxygen partial pressure). In-
deed the oxygen vacancy diffusion in STO is boosted
during oxide thin film deposition [28]. As the equilib-
rium concentration of oxygen vacancies in STO depends
on the vacuum environment and also on the annealing
temperature [28], a change of Tgrowth (Pgrowth is con-
stant) would thus lead to a modification of the vacancy
doping in STO, the film being a source of oxygen vacan-
cies. Consequently, the substrate can be viewed as an
oxygen reservoir for the film during its growth. Then,
for this Tgrowth range and at fixed Pgrowth, the higher
the growth temperature the faster the oxygen vacancies
diffuse. Based on the above consideration, we thus in-
fer that the PVO lattice structure can be tailored by
controlling the temperature and/or pressure during the
deposition on STO substrate.
In the sketch of Fig. 5(c), we represent the obtained
PVO unit cell when grown on PVO and we compare
it with respect to the bulk one. We see that the ex-
panded unit cell consists in the combined action of dif-
ferent strains acting along the [001]o and [010]o directions
i.e. epitaxial and chemical strain (referred to oxygen va-
cancies), respectively. Hence, we define the distortion in
the bc-plane (being the same in the ac-plane) by:
1 =
1
2
(001 − 010) (3)
Then, it follows that the distortion (2) and the bulk
distortions (B) are:
2 =
1
4
(2100 − 010 − 001) (4)
B =
1
3
(100 + 010 + 001) (5)
We note that the bulk distortion is proportional to the
unit cell volume V modification as B = 3∆V/V0 (V0
6FIG. 5. (a) Lattice strain as function of the growth conditions. Strain along the orthorhombic directions, 100 (black triangle
symbols), 010 (blue triangle) and 001 (red triangle) as a function of the growth temperature (bottom scale, full symbol) and
as a function of the growth pressure (top scale, open symbols). (b) Strain along [110]o and [11¯0]o, 110 (black circle), 11¯0 (red
circle). (c) Sketch of the PVO unit cell volume change when grown on STO. (f) Representation of the distorted film structure
of PVO.(d) Distortion 1 (blue square), 2 (red triangle) and bulk strain (i.e. volume expansion), B (black circle symbols)
dependence on growth conditions. Full symbols are for the growth temperature dependence (bottom scale) and open symbols
are for the growth pressure dependence (top scale).
being the bulk volume). In Fig. 5(d), we summarize
the effect of both epitaxial and chemical strain on the
PVO structure deposited on STO and controlled by the
growth conditions. As the growth pressure decreases B
increases, which corresponds to a unit cell volume ex-
pansion promoted by the creation of oxygen vacancies.
A similar effect occurs with decreasing the temperature
2. 2 increases slightly from +0.5 % to +0.8 %. On the
contrary, 1 shows that the strain changes from a ten-
sile to a compressive state with increasing growth pres-
sure/temperature driven by the free b lattice parameter
(Fig. 5(a)).
Deposited on STO, the refined room temperature
structure of PVO implies a phase structural transition
from a orthorhombic to a monoclinic symmetry that oth-
erwise occurs around 180 K in the bulk material. We
anticipate that it would also influence the onset of the
orbital ordering at TOO. Many reports have shown that
RVO3 orbital and spin orderings are very sensitive to
structural bias [12, 13]. It involves the intrinsic VO6
distortion of the bulk orthorhombic perovskite structure
that results in a V−O bond-length splitting at an octahe-
dral site. In this study, we have shown that fine tuning
of the growth conditions allows to tailor the PVO dis-
tortions. Thus, it raises the question of the magnetic
response of the PVO films to the controlled structural
change both from experimental and theoretical points of
view.
IV. CONCLUSION
Epitaxial PrVO3 thin films have been grown on
(001)c-oriented SrTiO3 substrate at different pressure
and temperature growth conditions. By combining
high resolution characterization at the meso, micro and
nanoscale, we prove that bulk orthorhombic PrVO3
turns into a monoclinic unit cell presenting a majori-
tary domain configuration consistent with a pseudo-
orthorhombic [110]o unit cell with epitaxial relationships
for one domain being: (i) PrVO3[110]o‖SrTiO3[001]c
and PrVO3[001]o‖SrTiO3[100]c for one do-
main and (ii) PrVO3[110]o‖SrTiO3[001]c and
PrVO3[001]o‖SrTiO3[010]c for the second domain.
Moreover, after unit cell refinement and evaluation of
strain values, we determine due to the out-of-equilibrium
conditions, i.e low oxygen partial pressure, and the
STO-substrate/film oxygen exchange, i.e. thermally
activated oxygen vacancy diffusion in SrTiO3, that
PrVO3 films accommodate the chemical strain through
the variation of the out-of-plane direction. These results
open new paths alternative to substrate mismatch to
control the strain and structure on PrVO3 films and
other similar orthorhombic perovskites by performing a
fine tuning of the deposition conditions.
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